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Skip the content What's new – and what to do in the big four neighborhoods of H. L. Mencken call it nineteen suburbs in search of a metropolis. But the City of Angels has transcended this old grievance. There are new constructions everywhere, from the Staples Center arena to Walt Disney Concert Hall. The Getty Center has spurred a renaissance of stage art, and nightlife
couldn't be hotter. The four most recent environmental revivals are something you definitely shouldn't miss. Better catch the next flight and check it out. Related: 25 Free Things to Do on Your Next Visit to Los Angeles haute cultureGetty Center 1200 Getty Center Dr.; 310/440-7300. Although reservations are required, admission is free to this huge hilltop art complex, the most
exciting new museum in the country. Bergamot Station Arts Center 2525 Michigan Ave., Santa Monica; 310/829-5854. Two dozen galleries, plus the Santa Monica Museum of Art 456 N. Camden Dr., Beverly Hills; 310/271-9400. Like the Getty, this striking minimalist building was designed by Richard Meier. Artist's enclosures include Damien Hirst and Robert Graham.Simon
Schade Gallery 828 N. La Brea Ave.; 323/466-4099. Funky space, with red velvet sofas and rock and roll pipes; devoted to displaying works at prices accessible to young local artists.6150 Wilshire 6150 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills; 323/857-5942. Seven galleries, including Acme, Brent Petersen and Works on Paper, all with an emphasis on emerging artists. places to stayYou've
been to Bel-Air, Peninsula, Four Seasons, Beverly Wilshire, and Beverly Hills Hotel. You're not in the mood for Mondrian or Chateau Marmont. Here are some of our lesser-known favorites. L'Ermitage Beverly Hills 9291 Burton Way, Beverly Hills; 800/800-2113 or 310/278-3344; doubles from $418. It reopened in June and has always been chic, from its lapping marble lobby to
British sycamore furnishings in 124 high-tech yet comfortable rooms. Argyle 8358 Sunset Blvd., West Hollywood; 800/225-2637 or 323/654-7100; doubles from $250. The epitome of L.A. Art Deco, this Sunset Strip hotel has 64 rooms that turned out to be perfect; new chef, Brandon Boudet, at his Fenix restaurant; and a bar that takes place on a poolside deck illuminated by palm
tree-shaped lights from the 1920s. Oceana Suites Hotel 849 Ocean Ave., Santa Monica; 800/777-0758 or 310/393-0486; doubles from $250. The fun of the waterfront is what sets this bright yellow hotel apart. All 63 suites have kitchens, but there is also room service from Wolfgang Puck Café.Beverly Hills Inn 125 S. Spalding Dr., nearby Beverly Hills; 310/278-0303; doubles from
$135. You can't find a better location - just steps from the heart of Beverly Hills - than in this cozy 46-room property. nightlifeLuna Park 665 N. Robertson Blvd.; 310/652-0611. Best nightlife venues in this, with a great Euro-Asian menu--salmon tartare, shrimp wontons--and a variety of acts from African and Brazilian pop to musical comedy and offbeat standup. Conga Room 5364
Wilshire Wilshire 323/938-1696. Investors Jimmy Smits and Jennifer Lopez can be seen in this Hollywood boîte, dining at latino cuisine and dancing to Cuban bands. Voda 1449 Second St., Santa Monica; 310/394-9774. Lovely little lounge with waterfall behind the bar. Taste one of the 50-plus vodkas on top of a plate of beluga caviar or smoked salmon. C Bar 8442 Wilshire Blvd.;
323/782-8157. Sleek Deco watering holes engraved with aluminium murals, brushed mahogany and aluminum bars and the best seventies soul sound tracks in town. Room 1626 Cahuenga Blvd.; 323/462-7196. This topless dance club, entering through an unmarked alleyway, is also attitude-free - just a place for great DJ music and a friendly vibe. scene and hear: listen! Many
musicians call Los Angeles home, and they often jam where you don't expect it. Joni Mitchell is known to do impromptu numbers at favorite celebrity bistro Les Deux Cafés (1638 N. Las Palmas Ave.; 323/465-0509). In the West End (1301 Fifth St., Santa Monica; 310/313-3293), Jackson Browne and Julia Fordham regularly took the stage. beverly boulevardFormerly sleepy--when
compared to the trendsetting Melrose--Beverly Boulevard is now home to stores for big-name designers like Todd Oldham and Richard Tyler, as well as small boutiques featuring upcoming labels. Modernica 7366 Beverly Blvd.; 323/933-0383. The best in medieval design - from George Nelson bubble lights to Eames fiberglass chairs. Cynthia Benjamin 7375 Beverly Blvd.;
323/954-0336. In the world's most eye-conscious city, this is the place to discover the latest. Today's emphasis is on Japanese designers, from OJO Optical to Zip + Homme.Diavolina 7383 Beverly Blvd.; 323/936-3000. Lean on a leopard print chair while slipping on marc jacobs and vivienne westwood shoes. Red 7450 Beverly Blvd.; 323/937-0331; dinner for two $50. Real food
for real people, with plenty of seating on the sidewalk and special snacks for dogs. Erica Courtney 7465 Beverly Blvd.; 323/938-2373. Courtney's own jewellery, made of Black, Silver and Charcoal South Sea pearls. Re-Mix 7605 Beverly Blvd.; 323/936-6210. Like a shoe museum, with endless boxes of vintage footwear (1920s to 70s) for men and women. robertson
boulevardRobertson Boulevard, near the Beverly Center, has always had great shops, but in the past year it has become the hippest shopping street in L.A. Madison 106 S. Robertson Blvd.; 310/275-1930. Owner Mark Goldstein worked with a factory in Perugia to design his Matilde cashmere sweater; she also stock shoes from Dolce &amp;amp; Gabbana and Marc
Jacobs.Newsroom 120 N. Robertson Blvd.; 310/652-4444; dinner for two $40. With health-conscious global cuisine, fruit juice bars, and a great selection of tequilas, this is the commissioner for the set Robertson. Ghost 125 N. Robertson Blvd.; 310/246-0567. Rosewood floors and Plexiglas furniture spark very feminine lines from London-based designer architecture dress Tanya
Sarne. Curve 154 N. Robertson Blvd.; Blvd.; A showcase for the two female designers who own it, Curve also carries skirts and sweaters that cake and Christian Blanken must-have. Santa Monica's best 4th st./santa monica isn't on the bustling Third Street Promenade, but a few blocks away on Fourth Street. Once the ground is boarded in front of the store, the area now jumps all
the time. La Serenata at Garibaldi 1416 Fourth St.; 310/656-7017; dinner for two $70. The hacienda-style new branch of the venerable family-run restaurant serves highly touted regional Mexican cuisine. Magicopolis 1418 Fourth St.; 310/451-2241. Reserve club, postindustrial with magic-themed stained glass windows. It accommodates two performance spaces, one for close-up
magic and one for greater illusion. Harvell's 1432 Fourth St.; 310/395-1676. The stage is microscopic and the décor is none, but this is the top blues club in town, with live music seven nights a week. Border Grill 1445 Fourth St.; 310/451-1655; dinner for two $60. Owned by Susan Feniger and Mary Sue Milliken, the nationally renowned Too Hot Tamales, the place is big and hard,
with some of the most interesting Latin food anywhere. silverlakeBeck and the Dust Brothers burst onto the music scene with Silverlake's voice, but there's more to this artful hood than an alt-rock band. The coffee shop scene is serious, and the hillside houses are by architects Richard Neutra and Rudolph Schindler.Coffee Table Café 2930 Rowena Ave.; 323/644-8111; dinner for
two $30. The coolest cool cafes. Order espresso with lemon. Paio 2520 Hyperion Ave.; 323/953-1973; dinner for two $80. A small minimalist restaurant devoted to ambitious New American cooking. Linda Warren Fine Arts Gallery 2293 Panorama Terrace; 323/669-1131; by appointment; public vacancies on Saturday. Contemporary paintings and sculptures in a 1938 Art Deco
house turned into a gallery. Trash 1630 Silverlake Blvd.; 323/661-5575. Twentieth century furniture, from 1940s America to modern Asia and Denmark, at good prices. L.A. Dreams &amp;amp; Spaceland 1717 Silverlake Blvd.; 323/661-4380. After 30 years, Spaceland somehow manages to remain the hippest rock venue in LA. Latest headliners: Squirrel Nut Zippers, Ozomatli and
Dieselhead. © Copyright . All rights reserved. Printed from this link is to an external site that may or may not meet accessibility guidelines. Skip the content In a foundation of appreciation for historic buildings, revitalized neighborhoods, and experienced simple art practitioners, the city is forever young mocking old clichés. Playing Alvy Singer in Annie Hall in 1977, Woody Allen
famously described Los Angeles as a place whose only cultural advantage was being able to make right into red. Thirty-one years later, the old chestnut lives on, but the famous Manhattan propagandist has crossed over. For the opening of the 2008–2009 season at the Los Angeles Opera, general director Plácido Domingo invited Allen to direct Gianni Schicchi, the third, third,
opera at Puccini triple-bill Il Trittico. It happens to say more about Los Angeles than about Woody Allen. As long as outsiders have been bred in L.A.—superficial! False! pathologically dependent on the car! L.A. has fought back, if not always from a position of confidence. Was there before I even moved from New York eight years ago, but that didn't stop my East Coast friends from
teasing me mercilessly. These days, I rarely hear cultural desert porridge, or any other porridge, for that is. A sneering friend spent last February showing off his invitation to the opening of the Broad Contemporary Art Museum at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art —not only a fun bash for the important Renzo Piano building but also, incredibly, a nonindustrial hot ticket during
Academy Awards week. Another friend just asked me to get a ticket to the L.A. Opera production, you guessed it, Il Trittico. In earthquake lands, one hesitates to call out whatever makes up the earth, but L.A.'s transformation from a patchwork of born-on suburbs (where I grew up) to a real and unified city registers high on the Richter scale of culture. L.A. has not lost its great
historical markers- the beaches, the signs, the movie studios. It still has strip malls and residential channels, but it also has a booming city centre for the first time since the 1950s - whose population has doubled (from 18,000 to 36,000) since 1999. The construction of new buildings there and elsewhere in the city has made Angelenos pay attention to the honorable and neglected
— and, amazingly, helped prevent their decline. Quite simply, L.A. has woken up to its past — its stories, its people, its places. Downtown, where I live, I love the way Frank Gehry's striking curves underscore the elegant functionality of the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion across the street. A long house for the Oscars, and now to the L.A. Opera, the Midcentury treasure was designed
by iconic L.A. architect Welton Becket, who created hollywood's cylindrical Capitol Records building and its geodesic Cinerama Dome. Although the dome was never threatened with destruction, it was very nearly obscured — by ArcLight, the state-of-the-art film complex that is now a part of it. However, at the urging of the Los Angeles Conservancy, the developer changed plans
and kept his golf ball dimples visible. Likewise, in 2006, the Griffith Observatory, a beacon on the south-facing slopes of Mount Hollywood, added more than 40,000 square feet of exhibition space by digging into the hill below — leaving its famous shell, the site of a climax in Rebel Without Cause, unscathed. See Funny Vintage Airline Ads. In L.A., which has long clung to the idea
of an unceasing youth, a quiet organic movement has emerged from discovering in the past. The mantra is adaptive re-use. Bugbears are disposability, fast food, and a large carbon footprint. The mascot is a Prius (fuelled at Bp Helios House all-green-but-the-gas all-green-but-the-gas and an old-fashioned Mercedes diesel— modified at Lovecraft Bio-Fuels (a company in Silver
Lake) to run with doughnut oil. This movement is not about preservation or conservation per se. It's about stewardship — buildings and environments that bring history, and inherited skills. You could call it a new authenticity, although some trend watchers might create more interesting phrases. Lisa Eisner, who photographed this story, was a Geiger counter to detect it, and she
took me to many examples. I love things that avoid the cliché of 'Hollywood', obviously, things you can't find in other cities. The fashion world provided the first stop on what I would call a New Authenticity tour. Christina Kim's designer company, Dosa, is synonymous with unputed organic cotton, eco-friendly dyes and recycled materials. At the L.A. factory in Downtown's Fashion
District, Kim collects pieces of fabric that would normally be discarded. I remember being amazed and fascinated at my grandmother's traditional Korean socks, she told me, depicting soles patched with cotton fabric cut from the bed, each cut in a different white color. Mending, Kim realized, can increase the value of objects, especially when done by hand and with care. She then
built businesses around the world by turning the detritus of the fashion industry into delicious labor-intensive clothing. You can see Kim's designs on fans like Nicole Kidman and Jennifer Aniston and buy them at L.A. Barneys. But to feel its connection with Los Angeles, you have to look at the dosage of 818, its retail space on the 12th floor of the Wurlitzer Building, the terra-cotta
tile gem on Downtown Broadway. The 7,000-square-foot loft could easily be mistaken for Zendo, if it weren't for art installations and gossamer clothing racks. Kim's 2008 T+L World's Best Awards relied on the skills behind traditional Latin American arts and crafts, where most of her workers come from, and she knows the immigrant experience firsthand; She came to Los Angeles
with her family from South Korea when she was 15. And although she later moved to New York and set up her main store there, she always made her clothes here because of the workers. In 1994, he decided to join them. This shortly after the acquittal of four white Los Angeles police officers — whose brutal beating of African American resident Rodney King was caught on video
footage — led to widespread street violence. The ruling deepens the divide between affluent, mostly white neighborhoods in the west and the poor, mostly black and Latino in the east, whose post-World War II suburban movement and the 1965 race riots in Watts have already begun to get creative. The King's unrest was part of what made me want to move back in, Kim said. He
wants to participate in healing, to bridge the gap — in a small way. Now he often works with his tailors — repairing more than fabrics in an environment that once boiled. Since 2000, most of the The city's notoriously disconnected and displaced neighborhoods have not only rebounded, they have begun to cling — with millennial real estate bubbles providing impossible glue.
(Already that it has appeared.) Because many first-time home buyers can't afford L.A.West —often the place where they grew up —they turn east, resurrecting well-boned homes in Hollywood, Silver Lake, Los Feliz, and Echo Park. Many of my friends - not to say anything from L.A.'s closest cultural observers - are parties or witnesses to this. They live next door to different types
of people and usually know how to get along. Homeownership is transforming these buyers, even jaded who plan only to flip. They learn to respect skills and direct work. They learn to appreciate authenticity, and it begins to inform their lives. If there is an event that serves as a call for authenticity, it is the disappearance of the 84-year-old Mid-Wilshire Ambassador Hotel, the site of
the assassination of Robert Kennedy, who bulldozed the city in 2006 to make way for a school. His legendary nightclub, Cocoanut Grove, was scheduled to become an auditorium, but this year, too, it was vandalized. When the hotel demolition began, three disillusioned conservationists threw a public wake at the Gaylord Hotel, across the street: L.A. Conservancy executive
director Linda Dishman, Conservancy board member Diane Keaton, and club owner Andrew Meieran, who later turned the abandoned power plant into an Edison bar. You could see the dust and hear the destructive crew, Meieran said, still bitter at the memory. See Funny Vintage Airline Ads. Meieran cut his conservationist teeth at UC Berkeley, where he lost the dorm lottery but
scraped together funds for the beaten Craftsman bungalow, where he studied firsthand the art of restoration. Edison, which Meieran co-owned with Marc Smith, is now one of the hottest clubs downtown. In the room that gave the club its name, a giant cast iron generator covered in rivets makes you feel like a stowaway in Jules Verne's submarine engine room. The old equipment
is still humming with the promise of its time. One hundred years ago, meieran said, people had just discovered how to harness electricity, record sound, and transmit radios. A mile from Edison, the Orpheum Theatre—a walnut-walled vaudeville-era space—occupies a stretch of Broadway that once had 12 movie houses and three major department stores. Most were closed, and
the road died at night when Dishman became executive director of the L.A. Conservancy in 1992. There is no crime, though, he said, because no one commits a crime against. Building efforts began in 1978, when the Conservancy was formed, citizen activists such as Meieran and fellow bar owner Cedd Moses, developers such as Tom Gilmore early for Downtown), and the city
itself has taken Broadway off life support. Players like Lyle Lovett and Alanis Morissette play play Orpheum. Nearby, the restored Mayan Theatre is known for its triannual cult spectacle Lucha Vavoom, fussy chaotic burlesque dancers, masked Mexican wrestler Lucha Libre (the inspiration for the Jack Black Nacho Libre film), and lowrider cars. With skulls painted on their faces and
tights as good as painted on their thighs, wrestlers are a balance of earnestness and earnestness. The Mayan is also one of the historic film houses hosting Last Remaining Seats, a Conservancy programme that screens vintage films to support ongoing projects such as Ennis Frank Lloyd Wright's 1924 restoration of the House in Los Feliz. L.A. never stopped celebrating the
longest raison d'être, and film communities like the American Cinematheque, a 27-year-old grande dame headquartered in the 1922 Egyptian Theater, lured people out of their living rooms at rates far beyond TCM. Since 2001, the hip Cinespia has been projecting films on the walls of mausoleums, above and below the stars, at Hollywood Forever Cemetery. To compensate for the
simple inconvenience that allows fans to picnic in the cemetery, part of the $10 entrance fee goes to recover the grounds. The Cinefamily, the new kid on the film-community block, projects the film at the Silent Movie Theatre, a landmark 1942 structure in the Fairfax District that is perhaps best known for the gruesome murder of its owner there in 1997. Brothers Sammy and Dan
Harkham bought the theater last year in the neighborhood where they grew up, and hired programmer Hadrian Belove to build the same series as American Cinematheque. They wanted to expand beyond silent films, but didn't abandon them — or the theater's 96-year-old organist, Bob Mitchell, who recalled the films he now has with for the first time. T+L World's Best Awards
2008 Amoeba Music, on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood near ArcLight, is one of the few single stores on our tour. It's a monument to vinyl, the epitome of a recording industry that was once uninable when pretzels into the world of iTunes. The L.A. branch of the Berkeley-based store Amoeba carries 250,000 titles. Shopping here is about touch and vision like about hearing —
putting your fingers on CDs and record albums, responding in depth to seductive cover art, whose importance has been diminished by digital distribution. While Amoeba preserves the fun that vanishes from record shopping, the Family bookstore, in Fairfax in Mid-Wilshire, is building a bulkhead against Kindle wireless reading devices. The back wall of the store was chewed up
with black-and-white photos blown up from an Eastern European Jewish vigilante group set up to guard against pogroms. Co-owner David Kramer billed The Family as a curated bookstore. This means that he keeps a little book, but for every pure copy there is one eared version of kramer's dog or his business partner, Sammy Harkham of silent movie theatre mentioned above,
has read and loved. For the store to work, you must trust it—to trust it—to it's because you and they both love, say, Mikhail Bulgakov's classic The Master and Margarita, you'll also love David Shrigley's Ants Having Sex in Your Beer. Apparently trust keeps the place open. Our clients have become our friends, says Kramer, whose friends range from Simpsons creator Matt Groening
to the 70-year-olds who used to write for Star Trek. Echo Park Time Travel Mart, on Sunset Boulevard, has been designed to resemble a 7-Eleven in the 1970s. But instead of Slurpees, Pringles, and aspirin, he sold dinosaur eggs, robot milk, and leeches — nature's little doctors. The more you look, the weirder it gets: Gone: Decades of announcing signs on bulletin boards. Have
you seen 1960–1970?any info would be helpful. Last seen in my friend Steve's van. It might take a minute, but then the visitor gets it. It's an art installation: a convenience store filled for road trips through time. But the merchandise sells, and almost as soon as the store opened last spring, it earned enough to pay rent for a nonprofit tutoring center for neighborhood children, called
826LA, which occupies the rest of the building. See Funny Vintage Airline Ads. Neither the store nor the center is the brainchild of Dave Eggers, author and publisher of the literary journal McSweeneys, who initiated such first such concerns in San Francisco in 2002. To allow the Echo Park space, Forty-year-old Virgin producer Judd Apatow organized a parody fundraiser, An
Evening of Best Intentions, honoring actor Seth Rogen for the charity work he is considering in the future. Apatow paid tribute to Will Ferrell, Ben Stiller, and dozens of others, Eggers told me. Guests were given Kentucky Fried Chicken to eat and the decorations were borrowed from the Rocky Balboa premiere held a few days earlier. It was a wild and funny night. Usually this will
be a difficult action to follow, but not if you have a time machine. On the heels of the party, 826LA executive director Mac Barnett ordered readings by dead writers (okay, copycat dead writers) Homer, Steinbeck, and Emily Dickinson. We're finally going to get him out of the house, he joked. Until recently, dickinson types in Downtown's Arts District could stay happy indoors —
without galleries or bistros to tease him. But today my still gritty surroundings accommodate attics and restaurants like R23, whose superb Japanese food has attracted locals and Adventurous West Siders since 1991. Like the one in New York City's SoHo, the district's empty warehouses were colonized by artists in the 1970s, but as a soft area, rents rose — sending artists to
newer urban frontiers like Boyle Heights. Contemporary While MOCA lived in nearby Little Tokyo in 1983. permanently David Geffen Contemporary. Some of the remaining battered buildings at the heart of the historic city are his latest place to see art — drawing a crowd of Chinatown art to 44 galleries, mostly on Main and Spring Streets, which dubbed Gallery Row by the city in
2003. Downtown Art Walk attracts about 4,000 people, ranging from artists to West L.A. collectors Related: 25 Free Things to Do on Your Next Visit to Los Angeles One of the most collectible artists is a pioneer of the Boyle Heights industrial section, across the Los Angeles River: thirty-something painter Amy Bessone, whose work has been purchased by MOCA. Bessone is best
known for large-scale meissen porcelain sculptures made as if they were still alive. There's a strange moment in the porcelain where German folklore meets Disney, he said. Of the new work in his studio, he said, the last Porcelain I painted was a close-up of the face. Their surface is very masklike, which attracts me to paint the mask itself. If L.A. comes into its own, it's because it
learns to embrace the contradictions that define big cities. The Downtown Eastern Columbia building, a turquoise Deco gem converted into a condominium loft (Johnny Depp owns a penthouse), is far from neighboring South Park—a cluster of glittering new residential skyscrapers near Staples Center, home to the L.A. Lakers. And the Brookdale Clifton Cafeteria—opened in 1935
as a haven from the Great Depression—is far from everything else. T+L World's Best Awards 2008 If Mad King Ludwig of Bavaria had decided to open his canteen and pattern after the hunting lodge, Clifton's would have been it. Columns disguised as red wood appear to poke through the ceiling of the dining room. A 20-foot-high waterfall washes through its center. Long before
feng shui made it to the United States, founder Clifford Clinton knew that the sound of water was soothing. My grandfather's parents were missionaries in China, said Clifford's grandson, restaurant manager Robert Clinton. As a child, Clifford saw hunger, poverty, and despair. When he had a chance to lighten them up, he jumped into them. She wanted a place where people could
leave it all outside and eat good, healthy, and cheap food, Clinton said. Even at Broadway's lowest point, Clifton never closed the door. We are landmarks. We don't need a plaque on the door to say so. Nor is another living landmark, Bob Baker, who carved marionettes and trained interns to revive them a mile and a half northwest, in Filipinatown. Baker gave his first puppet show
at the age of eight, in 1933, and has been putting it up ever since. With its houselights, theatre is nothing: squirming children and cheesy, dusty Christmas decorations. With the lights off, it's unforgettable — the Ice Capades section, the Muppet section, the Chinese opera section, the Bolshoi Ballet section. And you see puppeteers, ethnic rainbows, walking in the audience, hands
flying, assuring you that marionettes are alive and humans are fighting for Their. Even before the theater was founded in 1963, Baker, who worked on the film, became a hit with Hollywood families. Poor little Liza Minnelli, she recalled. He's Him always left behind. He used to put his arms around me and say, 'I love you, doll man.' Some of the children who celebrated their sixth
birthdays at the theater will return to celebrate their forty. See Funny Vintage Airline Ads. Placido Domingo gets it that authenticity is not about snubbing communities; That's why he's tapping hollywood heavyweights Garry Marshall, William Friedkin, and Woody Allen to direct. That's why L.A. Opera performs free for kids, and why he has commissioned a work on Rafael Mendez,
who as a boy played trumpet in the pancho villa army and as a man performed with the MGM Orchestra. How are we going to make people love our religion, Domingo once asked a staff member, if we don't invite them into the church? When Welton Becket designed the original 1964 Music Center complex, anchored south by Chandler Pavilion, he made the controversial decision
—to raise his plaza above street level. L.A. Becket wasn't pedestrian-friendly, so the placement of the plaza didn't then seem outrageous. But L.A. is rethinking its symbiosis with cars: when gas prices soared last summer, so did riders on the L.A. Metro — which includes the Red Line, an eight-year, 17-mile subway, earthquake-resistant that makes it possible to travel from
Downtown to the San Fernando Valley during rush hour without hitting traffic. Perhaps it's also time to rethink Becket's high art placement symbolically over street culture. Project 110, newly commissioned by L.A. Opera, may remove that symbolic separation. It's a paean to the city's first freeway, the foldable I-110, which turned 70 in 2009. Emmy Award-winning Angeleno
composer Laura Karpman will write the score. His libretto will incorporate themes from the story circle—public interviews held in racially diverse neighborhoods that pass through freeways. And it will run 110 minutes — the time it takes in heavy traffic to get from San Pedro (at one end of the city) to Pasadena (on the other). It's about moving not just from one place to another, but
through time, said Stacy Brightman, opera director of the community program. It's about the wind in your hair and turning right red. Seventy years—a lifetime. How did Los Angeles change for life? And will it take the freeway or the subway into the future? T+L World's Best Awards 2008 Opened in April, this 200-room property is home to Gordon Ramsay's latest restaurant. 1020 N.
San Vicente Blvd.; 310/854-1111; thelondonwesthollywood.com; doubles from $249. Philippe Starck's signature look was recently updated by Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz. 8440 Sunset Blvd.; 323/650-8999; morganshotelgroup.com; doubles from $425. Most hotels in Great Value Downtown, owned by André Balazs, at the headquarters of Modernist Superior Oil. 550 S. Flower St.;
213/892-8080; standardhotel.com; doubles from $245. For the whole experience, says photographer Lisa Eisner of her favorite restaurant, complete your meal with a walk to delightful shops, galleries and other restaurants. 1009 Kinney Blvd., Venetian Abbot; 310/664-9787; dinner for two $75. 648 S. Broadway; 213/627-1673; dinner for two $22. 108 W. St. Second; 213/613-0000;
drinks for two $26. 923 E. St. 2nd; 213/687-7178; dinner for two $90. Selected film programs at the center of L.A.: Cinerama Dome, 6360 W. Sunset Blvd.; 323/464-1478; arclightcinemas.com. Silent Film Theater, 611 N. Fairfax Ave.; 323/655-2510; cinefamily.org. For locations, call 213/623-2489 or visit laconservancy.org. 1345 W. St. First; 213/250-9995;
bobbakermarionettes.com; $15. 5905 Wilshire Blvd.; 323/857-6000; lacma.org. 818 S. Broadway, 12th floor; 213/489-2801; dosainc.com. Monthly, every second Thursday, 12–9 .m.; downtownartwalk.com. Between 2nd and Ninth Sts. and Main and Spring Sts. 2800 E. Observatory Rd.; 213/473-0800; griffithobservatory.org. 8770 W. Olympic Blvd.; 310/855-9346; bp.com. 135 N.
Grand Ave.; 213/972-7219; laopera.com. 4000 Sunset Blvd.; 888/834-4645; lovecraft.com. 1038 S. Hill St.; 213/746-4674; luchavavoom.com. 152 N. Central Ave.; 213/626-6222; moca.org. 842 S. Broadway; 877/677-4386; laorpheum.com. 111 S. Grand Ave.; 323/850-2000; laphil.com. 6400 W. Sunset Blvd.; 323/245-6400; amoeba.com. 1714 W. Sunset Blvd.; 213/413-3388;
826la.org. 436 N. Fairfax Ave.; 323/ 782-9221; familylosangeles.com A-List T+L Travel For Copyright © 2008. All rights reserved. Printed from this link is to an external site that may or may not meet accessibility guidelines. Guidelines.
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